VST Mission

Message from the President
Glenn Walker, President, VST { walker@vsthose.com }

Dear Friends of VST:

As promised VST is implementing our complete control program or “Sphere of Sustainability”
for gasoline dispensing. During the upcoming NACS/PEI show we will demonstrate the completion of our development plans that accomplish that goal. Specifically, the combination of our
newest, just released GREEN MACHINE™ vapor processor and a patented Pressure Vent (P/V)
valve coupled with our forecourt equipment; VST has addressed complete control of service
station emissions.
We are introducing our ENVIRO-LOC™ GREEN System that includes our GM Processor, P/V valve,
and total forecourt hanging hardware equipment. Once again, and most importantly, VST’s
equipment has demonstrated emission reduction of > 99%. As shown by independent
laboratories (IMP of Mexico and German TUV), they have tested and proven our technology in
actual real life operating conditions. In fact, we have demonstrated the lowest emissions of all
forecourt equipment as proven by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) – inclusive of the
added safety associated with our unique dripless interlock nozzles. This combination of products offers the best value of any system available today.

Furthermore, VST is announcing our continuous Remote Monitoring System (RMS) as part of
our GREEN MACHINE product offering. It assures operators that their system is working properly. Our goal is a total reduction in emissions, as well as compliance with all regulations. On top
of those goals, the VST ENVIRO-LOC™ GREEN System provides the safest refueling technology at
any cost!
Additionally, with the introduction of the mid-mount SENTRY™ P/V valve, this product allows for
the testing and maintenance of the P/V valve at ground level. This benefit helps to eliminate the
need for operators to maintain hard to reach valves (12 ft in the air) thereby reducing the
probability of costly falls, as well as the associated insurance costs.
In other words, with this comprehensive system solution it is time to put an environmental
bubble around your station and improve the world with VST’s approach. The ENVIRO-LOC™
GREEN System reduces HC emissions, virtually eliminating the second highest cause of smog,
reduces contact with harmful VOCs for your customers and employees, and ultimately helps in
the fight against global warming.
Please stop by our NACS Show 2022
booth #6969 and learn more about what
we offer.

Glenn K. Walker
President, VST
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To design and
manufacture innovative
products for retail
refueling systems that
are specifically
engineered to protect
the environment and
consumers with safety
and reliability.

VST Values
R: Respect
Employees,
Customers, Vendors,
and Environment

O: Operational
Excellence, Quality,
Delivery, Safety &
Cost

I: Innovative Passion,
Unique, Industry
Leader, and
Committed to
Excellence

VST Vision
VST strives to become the
most trusted company in
the global gasoline
dispensing industry by
manufacturing
environmentally
sustainable products and
solutions that reduce
harmful vapor emissions
to create a future that
protects the communities
in which people live and
work every day.

